Finance broker ActivTrades, announce a free UK Trading Tour hosted by market expert, Gavin Holmes.
London based broker, ActivTrades, are planning a 3-day trading tour from 11th-13th May to Edinburgh,
Leeds and London, presented by world renowned trader, Gavin Holmes.
All registrants will receive Part 1 of an online trading course worth £495, just for signing up to the
trading tour, as well as a free gift and special offers to enhance their trading experience.
You can attend an ActivTrades seminar completely free of charge. The seminars will teach traders
how to:


Create an enlightened trading strategy: using principles from the world famous Volume
Spread Analysis methodology



How to trade the news: making trading decisions in light of global news



Manage the trading process: the fundamental principles of trading

Gavin Holmes is the protégé of Tom Williams, the curator of the Volume Spread Analysis
methodology. Gavin has traded and studied the financial markets for over 15 years and has selfpublished his own books such as Trading in the Shadow of the Smart Money and Trading in the
Shadow of the Smart Money Volume 2: Sequential VSA Chart Patterns Explained.
You can find out more about the tour by visiting activtrades.com/seminar.
To support the trading tour ActivTrades have launched an online digital campaign called The
Evolution of a Smart Trader. The campaign offers exclusive and insightful content in preparation for
the seminars.
ActivTrades Profile
ActivTrades is a broker that specialises in Forex and CFD trading. ActivTrades has a registered office
in the City of London and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
It is also a member of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). In accordance with the
provisions of the Financial Regulation Conduct Authority, ActivTrades PLC holds all client funds in
segregated bank accounts. Clients of ActivTrades PLC are also protected by the financial services
compensation (FSCS) up to a maximum value of £ 50 000. In addition, ActivTrades PLC offers
individual insurance covering its customers ' funds over the threshold by compensation (FSCS) up to
£ 500,000.
ActivTrades offers a wide range of financial products through the online trading platform MetaTrader 4
and MetaTrader 5, including major currency pairs in the Forex market, gold and silver, in addition to
CFDs on stock indices, stocks and commodities, including oil and natural gas.
All financial products traded on margin carry a high degree of risk to your capital. ActivTrades PLC is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, FCA registration number 434413.
The insurance Excess of FSCS Insurance is subject to terms and conditions and eligibility for the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme depends on the nature and status of the request.

